
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE HISTORY OF GERMANY IN EUROPE

The concept of Germany as a distinct region in central Europe can be traced to Roman Eda Sagarra, An introduction to
Nineteenth century Germany () pp â€“ ^ Gagliardo, John G. (). Germany under the Old Regime.

The Nazi regime under Adolf Hitler came to power in , rearmed Germany, and along with Mussolini's Italy
sought to assert themselves on the continent by demands and appeasement, leading eventually to the Second
World War. Overview[ edit ] During the Neolithic era starting at c. The next month, the Allies landed in Italy
and began pushing up the peninsula. The Normans , descendants of the Vikings who settled in Northern
France, had a significant impact on many parts of Europe, from the Norman conquest of England to Sicily.
Only determined Soviet resistance and the onset of winter prevented the Germans from taking Moscow. By
the s a series of oceanic explorations marked the Age of Discovery , establishing direct links with Africa, the
Americas , and Asia. The most costly and far-reaching conflict in history, World War II saw an unprecedented
number of engagements as the Axis and Allies sought to achieve victory. The British Isles were the site of
several large-scale migrations. The Indo-European migrations started at around c. The European religious wars
were fought between German and Spanish rulers. The Byzantine Empire â€” the eastern part of the Roman
Empire , with its capital Constantinople , survived for the next years as the most dominant empire in Southeast
Europe. As well as the dead, the wars left lasting wounds, psychological and physical alike. In the Imperium
was dissolved; many German states, particularly the Rhineland states , fell under the influence of France. The
two parts of the Holy Roman Empire clashed in the Thirty Years' War â€” , which was ruinous to the twenty
million civilians living in both parts. Evidence of permanent settlement dates from the 8th millennium BC in
the Balkans. Napoleon Bonaparte took control, made many reforms inside France, and transformed Western
Europe. Standing alone, Britain successfully fended off air attacks that August and September, winning the
Battle of Britain and eliminating any chance of German landings. King Frederick William IV of Prussia was
offered the title of Emperor, but with a loss of power; he rejected the crown and the proposed constitution,
leading to a temporary setback for the movement. Through the summer and early fall, German troops scored
victory after victory, driving deep into Soviet territory. In Germany, but predominantly in the
German-occupied areas , the systematic genocide program known as the Holocaust killed 11 million,
including Jews, German dissidents, disabled people, Poles, Romanies, Soviets Russian and non-Russian , and
others. Defeating the Allies in Belgium and Northern France, the Germans were able to isolate a large segment
of the British Army, causing it to evacuate from Dunkirk. After consolidating the beachhead, the Allies broke
out, routing the German defenders and sweeping across France.


